
Feedback from York Celebrates Autism – event held on the 

6th April 2019 

Hearing about the event  

Was it easy to hear about the event?  

The average score was 6 out of 10.   

How could we do better?   

 Greater notice would be appreciated. 

 Pictures of venue would have been helpful. 

 Bigger venue / more chairs. 

 I wasn’t informed where I needed to be for each item of the agenda and 

therefore missed the performance that opened the event despite the fact I was 

actually at the venue early  

  

Where else would you like us to advertise?  

 Request schools to advertise on school notice boards and in their weekly e-

mail/paper newsletters.  E-mail all at CYC/use Buzz as before.  

 Use of Facebook/social media  

 Local press, Any facilities by people with autism  

 Facebook and Instagram  

 Maybe fliers at day service venues, health centres, and community centres.  

 I was sent a link to the council website through a friend so wasn’t aware of any 

advertising done.  Social media is usually good for capturing a wider audience 

especially for introducing something new to people.  

 I saw it on Twitter which is where I generally get all my local info so it worked 

well for me.  

 Advertise earlier, through other areas than social media. Give full details of who 

is on, what doing, how long. Also a contact name, number of who to contact 

about event  

 Ask anyone who is interested to share the online add as widely as possible on 

social media.  

 Advertise in GP practices/ community halls/ churches/ social media  

 I saw the event advertised on Instagram on the York Autism Hub account but 

there was only basic details.  

The venue  

Was the venue suitable for the event? 

The average score was 6 out of 10 

Comments on the venue  



 Upstairs room was very dark, hard to hear and see, not great if attending with 

children or if disabled.  

 Central location was very helpful.  

 Liked city centre venue.  

 The smell of the room used was overwhelming (Like sawdust) and it was 

difficult to hear and see the speaker. City centre position was good though.  

 The overall venue was good, but the main room was a bit cramped.  

 I love Spark so I'm glad you did it there. It's a nice space with lots of variety. I 

guess the actually room where the presentations took place didn't work for 

everyone - lots of people turned up so it was very busy and a bit cramped. It 

was ok for me overall but I could see others were uncomfortable.  

 Good venue, just little small, claustrophobic, lots going on.  

 The venue was great for me. A central location, in a new, pleasant shopping 

area. The Central Explore Library is another possible location.  

 beautiful venue and great central location but noisy and disruptive room, lots of 

sensory stimulation  

 Parking close by would be nice but Spark is a really lovely venue anyway. 

Suggestions for an alternative venue 

 Are there any are large downstairs rooms available e.g. Quaker Church Hall, St 

Saviourgate or The Basement City Screen. Often give low rates if know for a 

charity event or for good cause.  

 A marquee specifically for the purpose in Parliament Street. 

The presentations / performances  

Were the presentations / performances informative and interesting?  

The average score was 8 out of 10 

Comments on useful topics for future events? 

 Topics could include, useful interventions to try at home and in school, autism 

friendly venues in York, whole family/autism activities, support networks, leaflet 

to give over view of all of these.  Could ask for a speaker re positive experience 

of how a school has adapted an after school club to be more autism friendly 

etc.  

 PDA  

 Every small group related to autism should have been approached to provide 

information. 

 Autism in the past vs Autism today. 

 Transition to adult services.  

 I stayed for Dr Oswald, Rose Anne Evans and Dr Hamilton. All were very 

interesting. Rose Anne was fantastic - the best bit of the day for me. I get so 

much more from hearing from people with lived experience so more of this 

please.  



 Great start, more variance on age of ASD people, archaeological and Tuke 

Centre great!  Would be good to have more on what support is out there, how 

to be and stay independent  

 Profiles of different approaches to coping with autism; An overview of different 

types of autism; Examples of projects to support people with autism from the 

UK, and in other countries; How autism is diagnosed; How could a person 

benefit from some aspects of autism, e.g. ability to focus strongly on a subject 

that the person finds interesting.  

 autism and gender and sexuality practical coping strategies - e.g. to reduce 

anxiety/ to manage sensory overload. 

 I loved all the presentations, particularly autism and prehistory. Information 

about the adult assessment process would be interesting at a future event. 

Do you have any comments about any individual presentation / performance? 

1) Theatre piece ‘In My Shoes’ on being a woman with autism - Jo Jo Hall  

2) The Prehistory of Autism – Callum Scott  

3) Women and autism – Dr Katja Oswald  

4) Lived experience of Autism – Rose Anne  

5) Transitions Project – Dr Lorna Hamilton  

6) Sleep and children with autism – Dr Victoria Knowland, the SleepSmart 

project at the University of York 

7) Riding Lights  

Please provide comments below and refer to the number of the 

performance/presentation: 

 1) missed this as was sat downstairs and no one announced/explained 

workshops upstairs. As large screen downstairs assumed the piece was 

happening downstairs!  Clearer instructions next time please :-) 2) Informative 

but hard to hear/see. 3) Excellent 4) Inspiring 5) Really helpful and would have 

been more so if could produce pack of resources to go with to share out 6) As 

above 7) Missed as had to leave due to delays with the morning/IT issues.  

 All excellent – thank you for the variety of speakers covering a range of 

subjects  

 3. - Really useful to promote understanding of females and autism 4. Fantastic 

talk, amazing person, inspiring  

 5 - transition from school to college? There is a huge gap in opportunities post 

college......  

 I enjoyed how each presenters presented Autism topic differently despite how it 

may be controversial in different place countries and cultures. Also is best to 

keep the presentation at specific time limit that is short and sweet within 30 

minutes or could be less, but no more.  

 I only saw one presentation- 5 - which was informative  

 Item 3 needed a bigger venue/room/roaming microphone as it was very popular 

and interesting I could definitely have sat to hear more on this.  

 Oops sorry I answered this above. Rose Anne was the highlight of the day 

10/10  



 No1 great, shame couldn't see what was on floor Maybe set chairs out before 

the start  

 I liked all of the presentations/performances. It was good to see a lot of different 

perspectives on different aspects of autism. 1. It was nice to hear Jo Jo's 

experiences of growing up, her diagnosis, and how she has coped/is coping 

with it. It shows that a person with autism can not only function in the World, but 

do well. 2. This presentation made clear that autism is nothing new. It was 

interesting to note that possible cave art could have been done by autistic 

people. 3. Good to see a gender perspective on autism. 4. Rose Annes' 

personal experiences also show that autistic people can lead very productive 

lives. 6. I would be interested to know the findings of this projects on its 

completion. 7. Interesting to see the work in progress. Maybe a theatre piece 

performed entirely by autistic people could be interesting for future events.  

 4. Great to hear 4 (about Rose Anne's lived experience), thank you for sharing  

 All very interesting and engaging speakers. Very grateful for their time and 

expertise. 

Any other comments 

 Downstairs activities for children were lovely. Would just be great if larger room 

could incorporate speakers and space for children to play where adults could 

keep an eye on but also listen to the speakers.  

 Fantastic to celebrate autism!!! Thank you for putting this valuable event on.  

 There was talk of a video compilation based on the song This Is Me. I saw no 

evidence of this.  

 Thanks for holding this event, it was great to have it in York.  Regardless of any 

teething problems I really hope it happens again and I would definitely attend if 

I saw it on again.  

 More support, training available, employers who are looking for ASD people. 

ASD Support group for high functioning!  

 I think the event was very well done.  

 Great event please run again next year!  

 Thank you for holding the event. It was great to see neurodiversity celebrated in 

my home town. 

 


